


Introduction

This is mine. It does not belong to expectations or discipline, not even to praise or 
disappointment. I do not write poetry as one who understands poetry, as one who is 
educated in poetry, nor even as one who has studied the mechanics of poetry. Unlike 
anything I have ever done (art or music), these poems are simply written because they nag at 
me and beg to be voiced. I have made no effort to master this art, I simply do it. All I know 
about poetry could fill this slender book, what I don't fills volumes. 

This book is in two parts, the two parts in conflict, tearing me apart, the strange glue 
that holds together all of my contradictions and dualities, all of my self-doubt and suffering, 
all of my human struggles and most importantly my moments of release and realization. 

As a great poet once said, "Do I contradict myself? Very well then, I contradict myself. 
(I am large, I contain multitudes.)"

Not every contradiction needs to be resolved.

Not every impetus to create needs to be forged in the fires of discipline and sacrifice.

and here's where I have to be careful not to betray myself. I have found that only 
through forging myself in the fires of discipline and sacrifice as an artist, a musician and a 
seeker, may I at long last proceed in a few pursuits with neither discipline nor sacrifice. 

I have paid my dues, and you are about to read what dues paid looks like. However 
unpopular it is these days to dare think, and God forbid say, the right to create with such 
abandon must be earned. The deep joys of working towards mastery should be felt and 
known long before we wave off such toil in an egotistic desire to rush headlong into self 
expression. Self expression without equal parts beauty and self discipline is just emotional 
masturbation. Far more importantly, lack of skill and discipline does not open artists up, it 
constrains them within oppressive boundaries by limiting their range of expressive 
possibilities to those within easy reach. What a dreadful self-imposed limitation. 

My struggles with the material world, the ego and all its devastation make up part one: 
"Living In the Material World." And those battles are scarcely laid to rest, though most 
definitely seen through a more discriminating lens in part two: "The Traveler, Poems of 
Spiritual Seeking."

Much of the art you see here was created solely in service to the poems, others curated 
from the obscure or unpublished works of my past. Most interestingly, some of the art is 
unfinished, for example, the accompanying illustrations for "Stealing Home" and "Aghori 
Baba" are not in the least finished. 

Not every drawing need be finished. I have finished so many.

Few things I create are so honest as these poems, nothing I create has ever been so 
inspired, or so pure, so joyful or so uninhibited. Nothing, and I mean nothing, immerses or 
satisfies me more completely, deeply or peacefully, as the writing of poems. I never seek out a 
poem, I simply write them when one, animated by the movement of Shakti, is born from the 
mire of maya.

After years or promising myself I would collect these poems into a book... 

Justine Mara Andersen

Florida, May 3rd, 2022
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Yellow Matter Custard



The Cardinals from My Window

Falling like drops of blood
From the sky

To bloom

Blossoms in the green
Of our lawn
Little flowers

The cardinals have come
A singing dozen

Gone already

Leaving these few words
And the green
To remember



Four Portly Policemen

Four portly policemen,
Standing on a corner,
All dressed in green,

Looking for their shoes.



Therese, the Lonely Otter

Therese swallowed the last sugary sip of tea,
Turning towards the light outside, squinting,

She set her teacup into the saucer with a clink,
And looked across her table at the empty chair.

"Well, old girl, might as well go on out,"
Reaching across the table, she took her hat,

Off the back of the chair where it always hung,
And shook yesterday's leaves from its brim.

She never wasted any sunshine, our Therese,
And soon charged playfully from her well-kept holt,

Into the easy waters of the lake with a splash,
And rustled ashore through the reeds and grass.

"Quite a commotion up there," she noted,
Dodging cypress knees as she followed the buzz,

Trotting across the old fallen log to the hive,
From a safe distance, she stood for a moment.

"Pardon me, how big and deep can loneliness be?"
Asked Therese of the cloud of busy buzzing bees,
In her experience, bees had precious little to say,

"Fine weather we're having," at best.

So it went, indeed, the bees had precious little to say,
Nothing of interest to anyone apart from other bees,

She never fit in with the bees, then, who does?
Why, not even the most cordial of crickets.



It's no use talking to bees, as everyone knows,
Besides, how could they know loneliness, the bees,

Swarming all together in their hives as one,
With God, queen, and all that dripping honey?

Across the meadow a cardinal pecked the grass,
Picking for ticks and singing all the while,

"Dear cardinal, how big and deep can loneliness be?"
The cardinal glanced suspiciously at her smile.

He hopped two paces away, then glanced back,
Where Therese sat perched on her hind legs,

the cardinal sang a wall of song between them,
Before he flew to his love in the bowers above.

"Not much use talking to cardinals either, I suppose,"
Therese trotted towards the water's edge,
"They all tweet the same tired little songs,

And what could cardinals know of loneliness?"

Across the meadow came the proud turkeys,
Three adults and nine nervous young in tow,
"Not much use talking loneliness to turkeys,"
So, "Good day," she said to them with a nod.

"Good day, old girl," clucked the father,
"Splendid!" agreed Therese, "What a sky today!"

"Splendid sky, indeed… carry on…" the turkey bowed,
And on they went, plucking and clucking along.

Leaving Therese there under her silent open sky,
She sniffed a waft of honeysuckle on the wind,

Smiled, and started towards the winding dirt road,
Where often sat the old tired alligator.

He would know about loneliness, she thought,
After all, alligators eat all their friends,

Or so say the turtles, but Therese wasn't certain,
So much that isn't so has been said and said again.

"Hmmmm…" grumbled the 'gator, belly to the ground,
As much of an invitation as alligators ever mutter,

Therese stood back a safe distance and cocked her head,
"How big and deep can loneliness be?" she asked humbly.

"Why do you ask me such things?" The 'gator growled,
"I'm sorry, my Lord," she said, slinking back,

"Get away from me, what's an otter, after all?"
"Far less than an alligator," Therese humbly bowed.

"Indeed," the 'gator hrumphed as he settled on his belly,
All in the swamp know, alligators need forever appeased,

Lest they snap and make quarrels, as is their way,
And everyone fears the alligators, don't you know.



Busy on her way, she trotted alongside the iron fence,
And thought 'I suppose when one is so toothy and angry,

One doesn't have much time to feel loneliness.'
"Sun is sharp today," she said from the muggy shade.

Nestling between the broad roots of an old live oak,
She closed her eyes and thought on nothing but silence,

And there she soon found her forgetting place,
A quiet place with no loneliness at all.

A place with no buzzing bees, nor a drop of honey,
A place with no cardinals to snub her honest smile,
A place with no politely gobbling rafter of turkeys,

And where no alligator-anger shamed her questions.

"How big and deep can loneliness be?" It lingered,
But dissolved into her silence, then clear as a bell,

"Not as deep as the silence," whispered the sky,
"Not as deep as the silence," smiled Therese.

She opened her eyes to find the perfect stone,
'Just right for cracking snails,' she thought,

But she wasn't terribly hungry, so she set it aside,
And looked above, and heard the cardinals singing.

They sang, "How big and deep can loneliness be?
How long can the darkest storm rain?

How hollow the hole in the holy ground,
Where no love, nor rain, can ever be found?"

Funny thing about cardinals when they're singing,
To you and I it would sound like tweets and nonsense,

But Therese more deeply understood each word they sang,
Than would even the most golden throated of birds.

"How big and deep can loneliness be," sang Therese,
And on her way she went, back to her wide open lake,

Towards her cozy burrowed holt, to wait for the answer,
Or perhaps, to wait for a friend, who knew.

"How big and deep can loneliness be?"
'Surely out there some other otter must know,'
Thought Therese as she floated in the water.
"Surely some friend must come," she cried.

Yet for all her questions, she knew: 'Loneliness,
Is deeper than the waters of this or any lake,

Ah, but most certainly not deeper than the silence,'
"And never so big as the wise sky above," she smiled.



I Dreamt of Flight

A dozen times two, have I dreamt,
Of flying under my own power,
Of joyous release high above all,

Of boundless breathless deliverance.

All that was needed was to run, to jump,
Until all my dragging anchors fell away,
Until each ticklish jump took me higher,

And I let go of all that held me down.

Such ecstasies I had never known,
Until I broke my body from the chains,
But with time each chain replaced itself,

Like the Hydra's head, one for two.

After long years my dream was fulfilled,
Ringing clearer than any earthly bells,

This clarity had blossomed in another world,
More solid by far than this one we know.

More true by far than my own beginning,
This flight was my destiny fulfilled,

A second life lived in a parallel place,
Rebirth into a world of other dreams.

Never had I been more alive or certain,
That I was, that all was, or of what was,

Never had I been so singular, or satisfied,
That what I am, and of all that is, is real.

"This time," I said, "it is no dream,"
And I began to levitate above all,

Above all worry and above all pain,
Above all bounds and limitations.

But for the limits of my rutted mind,
Which worked to root me to the ground,
A mind that had ruled me like a tyrant,

A mind now banished beyond a wall of will.

And all, yes all, I did was one,
Was one sacred task, to simply be,

To simply find clear focus on liberation,
To refuse any doubt that weighed me down.

To say no to any thought that ground me,
To let go, to be, to simply fly,

And I held this singular center in me,
In the third eye, a focus like a fire.

I flew eye to eye with the call of eagles,
Wind danced my hair like ripples on the water,

And all of eternity spread out before me,
No memories, no wants, no fears, just joy.



Yet when I woke, no disappointment came,
No sad regret in waking to this gravity,
Because I knew I had been boundless,

I flew, and I am that girl that flies.

I had lived without limits, I had enjoyed,
A second manifestation, another life,

In a world more real than all my mother knows,
It was no dream, that is stone to me.

And I brought back The Destroyer's clarity,
That of knowing that I am boundless,

And all I have to do is say no to suffering,
And say yes to the eternal sea of milk.

The mark of a brush free from self doubt,
The beat of a heart free of regret,

The song of a muse free from censure,
The focus of a mind free from distraction.



Eagle Moon

On the lake today,
I saw a bald eagle,

Soaring,
Under a midday moon.





Stealing Home

I came to be, under suburban skies more blue than Penny Lane,
A carnival-sweet breeze, the air crisp and green as a Granny Smith,
Sundrenched, adrift, a leaf in the Kool-Aid streets of my childhood,

But I was no child, it was now, I was me, No homework on my back.

Grown up or not, I was still the barefoot girl, same as I knew,
Though conspicuous, brazen, topless, tan and deliciously lost,

The air whispering silk and feather nothings across my breasts,
The streets kissing tar and shard threats under my feet and toes.

Children ran by with streamers and smiles flown high as kites,
Their day-off moms and dads, blissful as candy-apple Buddhas,

A market, a fair, Rockwell painting with all the trimmings,
And I stealing home, and I me, one with, but not one of, them.

A feral flush of tingling joy and naughty nervousness teased me,
In rhythm with each delicious step of barefoot summertime freedom,
Drinking a soda pop cocktail of wild abandon and giggly paranoia,

For what if I was spied, discovered, disapproved of or busted?

Oh my!

My nipples plump as strawberries and ruddy as Bollywood skin,
Pointing the way to ecstasies timed to roller coaster heartbeats,

My toes flexible, the chill air licking tickles between them,
As I, a Red Riding Hood, scurried, climbed, snuck and hurried.

Triangulating between three errands and three states of feeling,
Confusion, how to cover the miles and find my way in my errands,

Terror, I might be busted, copped and jailed topless with pot,
Delight, in getting away with my own hot-buttered drive-in movie.

In shorts alone, tattered denim, bells, toe-rings and bangles,
Long curls, brown here, red there, and hippie in the highlights,

Me a flurry of pink and purple, denim and cheap belled jewelry,
My dark chocolate eyes lit like sparklers under disco eyeshadow.

The silk to silk softness of arms rubbing against ribs a reminder,
I was bare breasted, my porcelain belly creamy as vanilla pudding,

Climbing up and jumping down my teacup breasts bobbled and fizzed,
Each jiggle a jarring reminder that I was more than half-naked.

I was Bardot, I was Mara, I was Hazel, I was barefoot Justine,
I was topless in public, my body, a playground, my day a funhouse,
Unimpressed and scarcely oppressed by pragmatism and patriarchy,

Too slinky and sly to let them shame me, tame me or tie me down,

Ha!

Oh I dreamt every cinnamon and sugar tremble of panic as I went,
Down towards a busy road, buzzing before the miles yet to go,
How could I do it, bare as I was, how would I bear the crowds,
How could I ride this wild tiger, could I make her Shakti mine?



Every block a new adventure, a carnival of sensual delights,
And around each corner surprises, changes in the world I knew,

But all for the better, the streets of nostalgia an exotic bazaar,
I was Valerie, and this was my week of wonders, but all in a day.

I talked with a lady, Though she looked at me, she kept her cool,
"Wow! This is so different, not what I recall," I said to her.

She glanced at my tits, saying dreamy stuff with marshmallows.
"But I love this place… it's like Orlando Ohio," I laughed.

And it was, a curious alley of sculpted delights, a trip, a fancy,
A shopping festival, a parade built right into the walls around,

Colorful as cartoons, and shiny round shapes like daisies and dances,
Like my smile, but spilled out, sculpted and polished top to bottom.

How delicious, the day, trickling like sweet chai in my throat,
How delightful, the ginger warmth of it like curry on my tongue,
An open mouth awaiting each savory bite, each drip and swallow,

One girl, I, running wild through a suburb of earthly delights.

Each person I passed, shocked, surprised, envious, indifferent,
Helping me along here, sneering me a warning there, and all as one,
And me as one in them… but for the cops, those bad Blue Meanies,

Trailing me like dogs to take me down like the fair Draupadi…

Though I was already stripped, and all the same, running and hiding,
Ducking around corners when I saw their dark blue battle suits,

And me, child of the forest, running like a stalked and hunted doe,
Tickled as a flushing virgin bride and chuckling like a whore.

I woke up.

But at least in dreams I'd returned, and stole this home as mine,
Free at last, to live the colors of Saturday Morning cartoons,

Free at last to shed the past and dance alive my own fairy tale,
If only for an afternoon, if only for a dream, if not forever…

And ever.



The Doe, Turkeys, One Red Cardinal and the Worms (a True Story)

Each night a carnival, our secret maya,
A shooting gallery, a funhouse mirror,
Bumper cars and haunted madness,

Ice cream cheer and dark ride terrors.

Through the prism of his words I found myself,
His kaleidoscope skies became my starlight,

In his eyes I saw our worlds reflected,
Where in my eyes were only ghosts of who I'd been.

Together we romanced unfashionable old songs,
My heart beat bravely in time to all we sang,
What kind of fool was I to keep on singing,

Well beyond the borders of our dreams?

Mornings I woke to know he would return,
To usher me to sleep from our carnival grounds,

Wrapped and tucked in fairy tales I slept in peace,
And by day all we shared sustained me.



Night after night I fell in love with us,
With him, with our world and ways,

And in time I even loved myself... a little more,
But never on my own and through his eyes alone.

Away he went, taking flight, now my nights,
I fight alone, with his promises of other rites,

Come midnight my world is a wasteland,
And I perch at my bedside atremble and alone.

Me, "a mere child," he scoffed when leaving,
Unworthy to sit in the shadow of his worthy queen,

"Dear to me," he said, a pat upon my head,
But flawed, unfit to sit with him upon his throne.

A version of our time that was only mine,
Maya love, so warm, so intoxicating,

Sad to know it was in my mind alone,
More's the pity and less myself I see.

I see him in everything I ever loved,
Hear him in every song I ever sung,

His hands cradle my head when I lie to sleep,
Even the worst of him I long to endure.

I see him in the doe across the dappled lawn,
Tentatively in her nature and her grace,

She seeks the sweetest bits of grass,
Perhaps she will find bits of me there.

Quiet, like the doe, come the wild turkeys,
Gingerly, with an even dozen chicks in tow,

Are they too picking for bits of me,
Or are they simply feeding on the worms?

Red, the cardinal descends without rhyme,
And I wonder what his eyes will find,

Another me in the tiny seeds,
Or in the husked shells upon the ground?

Without him I am a cardinal that cannot fly,
A mere husk of seed or worm wriggling in the earth,

Less sweet than the grass that feeds the doe,
And less myself than I can bear to be.

Was it naught to him but a bit of play,
Performance, art, and nothing more,

Had I taken to heart what was never mine,
Or could he not see what I had found?

Did my delusions devastate all we had,
Or was it shared by him in mad disguise,

Am I the fool I was before his stories,
Filled my heart with delicate sweet meringue?



Lies I told myself so I could sleep,
Lies I nurtured to my soft warm breast,

Am I truly so childish and so blind,
Or so misled by hollow heartfelt longings?

The nights alone I lose myself and way,
By day our illusions drift out to sea,

And through my lonely eyes I sense a weary self,
That is too lost and leery to look back.

"Who is she without him?" the cardinal asks,
But the doe she turns and runs away,

And the turkeys cluck and gobble,
As they pluck me up from off the ground.



Lack andLoneliness



The Waiting Room

Loneliness is a shabby waiting room,
The magazines like tattered Bibles,

And I have read them all before.

I wait sick, sweaty as a child,
Whose belly ache is the very sun,

Where all my joys are burned to ash.

The wait is longer than a splinter,
Ocean deep, a canker in my skin,

And I can see no end to it.

The lamplight dims and this room,
Consumes me into its empty belly,

And I forget that I was waiting.

So I curl into a ball and forget,
That loneliness is a waiting room,

And not every bite I swallow.

Then you appear faint as a phantom,
A misty shimmer, a hesitant yes,

Yet with a shadow that denies me.

Though my ears perk at the promise,
I dare not see you with my eyes,

And burrow down my old dark hollows.

Wait... I dare to think it so,
Was that you that whispered,

And stirred me from my blankets?

My fear-cramped fingers do uncurl,
Hesitantly towards your warmth,
Yet with hope in their reaching.

Dare I remember the truth,
That loneliness is a waiting room,

One small place and nothing more?

Are you there, beyond the door,
Dare I uncurl into the cold,

Do I dispel the cling of darkness?

I have before, left this room,
Only to be shoved back within,

Wearing a skin of newfound fear.

I curl back my fingers tight,
Plug my ears with old doubts,

Squint against the light of hope.

Are you still shimmering for me,
Holding the door open a crack,
Warm and tremorous, like me?



Eyes closed I recall the sun,
Golden in a sea of brilliant blue,

And remember what I once knew...

That loneliness is a waiting room,
And I do not have to stay within,

I do not have to wait there.

Dare I smile as I warmly cry,
Dare I move an inch for fear,

You will run like the doe?

If I uncurl and leave this room,
I will need to eat and drink,
And I will need to be held.

Tell me when I may burn it down,
That grave, that coffin, nothing that,

This shabby little waiting room.



I Need

I did not need my mother's way,
Nor the shell from her moth-wing sea,

Ill-fitting, petty-pure and pretty,
And designed to her decree.

I did not need my father,
Nor his shoulder of salt-stuffed ice,

His sword the stone between us,
Where God's gifts would not suffice.

I did not need my father,
Nor my mother in between,

I found my path through hawthorn,
Over glass where grass was green.

I did not need my brother, nor,
His maiden oh so holy, ever pure,
Water-thin the blood between us,

None born of Adam could endure.

I did not need to be beloved,
Nor to sit upon the throne,

Swallowed whole to turtle silence,
As a teen I dreamt alone.

I need not another man to crave me,
Nor to hide me in the dark,

A secret from his wife and kids,
Prey to one more honeyed shark.

I do not need one night of company,
Nor to watch a man take flight,

His broken wing flutter-wind my face,
Flights of passion I'll not ignite.

I do not need to be a secret,
Nor to be one more measured lie,

I'll live on myths I tell myself,
Under another rum blue sky.

I do not need her brittle scraps,
I'll not scavenge off their floor,

No worms of comfort crave my ears,
I need my wizard friend forevermore.

I need someone to hold my nights,
To wipe the clutching from my tears,

To gather me when I fall to ash,
To polish hell from all my fears.

If I meet someone in whom my needs,
Are met, I'll bless the day,

Then move along, as I've before,
Over no one's song shall I hold sway.



I need to be at peace alone,
Below the eagles I'll sleep and sail,
I'll ache away the chains of night,

And noontime rise to lose the trail.



This Guy I Know

This guy I know,
He puts me to bed,

Every night,
I sleep alone.

This guy I know,
Twice a week,

We dine together,
I cook for one.

With this guy,
I hear many stories,

And tell a few,
Each lonely night.

With this guy,
I share my tears,

But there is no shoulder,
And none to hold.

This guy I know,
He laughs me off,
Such silly notions,
Even I don't know.

A friend to me,
This guy I know,
A friend to me,

And nothing more.

A friend to me,
So he says,

A friend to me,
And nothing more.

This guy I know,
He's farther now,
And won't return,
He's going home.

This guy I know,
Is in every song,
And everything,
I love and know.

This guy I know,
Has flown away,

Nested home,
I sleep alone.

A friend to me,
This guy I know,
A friend to me,

And nothing more.



A friend to me,
So he says,

A friend to me,
And nothing more.

With a hollow ache,
Each eve will pass,

A friend to me,
And never more.



And You Asked Me Why

You asked me why you,
Why I love you,

And I stammered.

I told you what I knew,
How I feel with you,

And I stumbled.

But I know, now, dear,
What to say here,

What I forgot.

Thousands of miles between,
One path is ours,

To question.

Thousands of miles between,
One path between,

Our dreams.

You asked me why you,
Why I love you,

Now I say.

I am lost, alone a child,
One in mind alone,

With you.

I am lost in the miles between,
Between the beating,

Of our hearts.

When I could not find a star,
You showed me the moon,

Together we flew.

We laughed on carnival grounds,
And shared ice cream,

And nights so long.

Two hearts in one illusion,
Beating one tune,

In two minds.

You hold a mirror to me,
To the madness,

And all as is.

And all as is, is ours,
To see as we wish,

And we wish.

And we wish for more,
We wish for less,

And for ourselves.



Our wishes are mine alone,
And yours alone,

And one in us.

You know my heart,
I know all you,
All you hide.

You hide your tears,
Yet I hear you cry,

That I do.

I know the hero that beats,
In your heart,

My beast.

You play the rhythm,
And I dance,

And you asked!

You asked me why you,
Why I love you,

I ask you.



Bed Rest

Solitude is a nail,
Rusted as a curse,

Sunk in the ground.

Silent the grass,
Dead the dirt,
Six feet down.

Fragile the nail,
Crumbled to the core,

Iron turned brown.

Solitude is a nail,
Silent the grass,

Dry is the sound.

Solitude is a nail,
Fragile with rust,

With no one around.



So Tired

The exhaustion of having ambition,
It burns in me like a fire often longed for and long forgotten,

It invigorates me and fills me with warm fatigue,
It sits in my muscles like stale gratitude.

Ambition, I welcome it's return,
Signs of life and soul where once I'd feared the loss of both,

I am alive, so damn tired,
But engaged in every single day with hope, some fear, and passion.

Fatigue develops when you spend every day moving forward,
And every morning wishing you could get back to sleep,

I take a day off and become hopelessly restless and instead engage in something productive,
With scarcely a hint of mere nervous energy.

I have things to do, now, and am glad for them,
But I'm so damn tired,

Grateful, hopeful, poised, even eager,
Soulful and joyful.

But so damn tired.



A Vacation from My Head

I am taking a vacation from my head,
I'm not worrying about that,

not this weekend,
No tit no tat.

I am not worrying about,
Foodstamps or Republican bull,

Gardening or Garfield,
I'm gonna be cool.

I am not worrying about my standing,
In the courtyard or at home,

In Ohio or Florida,
Or where'er I do roam.

I'm not looking at paperclutter,
And my email can wait,

And so can we,
And I may be late.

I am not worrying about that,
It is my stay away,

From my head,
Friday through Sunday.

I am not worrying about,
Who I love or who I hate,

I may dally as I said...
I may be late.

I am not worrying about my health,
Nor healthcare nor cancer,

Not now, not me,
Today I am a dancer.

I am not worrying about this poem,
It was written free,

So everyone knows,
To leave me be.

I am not worrying about being so alone,
Nor being away from my pad,

Nor who I may see,
Nor even my dad.

I won't worry because,
I have people to see,

Plenty of grass,
And a good look at me.



I Pictured (One Take)

Today while meditating,
I pictured my mother,

disapproving, worried and bothered,
At my many undoings.

Today while meditating,
I pictured myself,

disapproving, worried and bothered,
At my undoings.

Today, while meditating,
I pictured black bile,

A stream of it tar and oil,
So many years polluting.

Today while meditating,
I pictured black bile,

A stream of it tar and oil,
Decades streaming.

Today while meditating,
I pictured black bile,

Rolling towards Shiva's feet,
Decades Streaming.

Today while meditating,
I pictured clear water,

Flowing from the black bile,
Purified by Lord Shiva.

Today while meditating,
I pictured my mother a child,

The poor thing, so sad,
And I love her more.

Today while meditating,
I let go,

Attached no more,
I can love us both more freely.

(Note: this poem was written in one draft, no revisions.)



Without You

Drip drop on leaves, reflecting,
Shimmering pearls of silver glass,

I sing for fallen drops of rain,
Which never wet the grass.

When no wind blows the mangroves,
When even eagles dare not call,

A silence glassy as the lake,
Becomes in me as one in all.

Between the cries of forest owls,
Above the grass I wait to fall,

And hide my breath from wind,
From God, from you and all.

My voice alone does now endure,
I need you not to praise my song,
Though every verse I sing as one,

Know every fall I take is long.

For any word I write is so,
And any song I know is mine,

For any love I hold is here,
And any words I sing, divine.



You Say God Is a Woman?

Many times I have heard it said,

"God is a woman."

What proof is there of this?

These nine long lonely years,

Nightly I've prayed for one thing,

And one thing only.

That God send me a man,

Who would rather take my heart in his hands,

Than shove his cock in my mouth.

But every man I meet dodges love,

Like a cowardly boy in the gymn,

Playing dodgeball with bullies.

So I fear there is but one conclusion,

And these nine years later, 

I must pronounce...

Alas, all evidence suggests:

That God, the almighty, yes...

God is just one of the boys.



Barefoot to Remember

In grass and sand I find,
The heart of me, no more,

No less than my mad moon,
Spinning silver off its core.

Tears assemble a reckless line,
In a watch without a hand,

Numbers shift upon the face,
No center, no time and no command.

When storm-waves swell I walk,
To grasp me and sea and sand,

When downpours flood my hollows,
I follow what I cannot see on land.

Barefoot for dread of all I was,
And all that I am not,

Skin to ground before, behind,
Broken bottles full of rot.

I forge my way most gracefully,
Perfumes coward my regret.
I am barefoot to remember,

Am barefoot to forget.





From Despair To Durga





The Bear

A bear, the beast upon my chest, a cumbrous coat of want and greed,
If I could move I could not breathe for suffocating need,

If I could move it's teeth would bare, wide eyed would I recede,
This bear it pins me in my place, my life it does impede.

His gums are black, his teeth are yellow, and bloodstained all around,
His beastly fur darker than nights when stars dare not shine upon the ground,

His breath the sea, an undertow in which so many lost souls have drowned,
Beneath sharp black eyes I tremble still, and my senses he does astound.

This bear, the beast, blinds me to my path, no sky blue can I see,
The meat-blood breath it takes in turns and draws my will from me,

I fear to move, so mighty he, my heart it cannot flee,
I forget myself, sweat and cry, and wish the beast to set me free.

This bear, my beast, it caught with me as I scrabbled up Longing Hill,
The brutish rhythm of its breathing drives it's weight throughout my will,

This bear it snarls holes of fear all through dreams I'll not fulfill,
Paralyzed the beast presses me to the earth and drives me like a drill.

To blackness I fade too slow, though never a sleep of dreams,
The leaping salmon this bear ignores, like me they fight their way up streams,

Afraid to open my mouth for fear I could never stop the screams,
This bear this beast was given birth through my life of mad extremes.

The black of sleep I would welcome now but dear God it never comes,
A minute here an hour there, the peace of sleep comes to me in crumbs,

Please I beg you, let me sleep and still the army of warring drums,
The bear, dear God, the darkness too, my tallied karmic sums.

I seek release from the dark cocoon the bear around me he did weave,
From this web I would struggle to be free but with nothing can I cleave,

So mighty the links in his chain of web I'll never have my leave,
For now I must surrender myself, my hopes I must relieve.

The forest of the bear is deep, his dark breath thunders deeper still,
The darkness is his blood, and thicker than the web, it will not spill,
I've lost myself to fur, breath, webbing and the darkness of this hill,
For want and need I'd lost my way, ground to powder in my mill.

This bear is mine, my soul released the beast which chased me down,
The dreams I dreamt and the paths pursued lost me to this last ghost town,

And all my needs have grown such teeth and growled all my golds to brown,
I've lost my way but cannot pray while this bear he keeps me down.





The Battle

A thousand slobbering snarling Rakshasa Demons spit rage,
At my hilltop gates, they know the highest weakness of my walls,

They know every secret chambers in the cellar of my heart,
Though time and again I have thrown myself in surrender,

This once I will hold my own with Ma Durga's fury as my will,
However foul their jibes and cries, we'll stare them back to Bhuva.

A thousand Rakshasa Demons spit acid at my every stone,
Fueled by the memory of my many sad sinking surrenders,

They have grown large as elephants and mightier than storms,
These demon fires in my skull surge hell throughout my veins,

And though they bash and batter sorrow at my walls without relent,
I grit my teeth and in my fists clench hard-won holy weapons.

They will not advance a single step under Ma Durga's tiger's eye,
Whose breath is like a blacksmith's sparks spraying through my hair,

With rage and fury we set ablaze my oily doubts and tears,
And fly these black fires from our parapet into the clutching horde,
Ten arms of Durga raise their weapons to shield my every failing,
I still myself on trust in her whilst our fiery blaze consumes them.

Emboldened by so many battles won, again the demons charge,
Battering me with obscenities and curses they've handcrafted,

From the rhythms of my beating heart and the crimson of my blood,
In peace and with one breath of God I blow out all their flames,
And in the stillness bind them to each nightmare they inspire,

They'll not have me, this time at last, for I am not of them.

By the still of day I sit beside the fountain, head in hands,
Bowed down under the weight of battle, we bind my every wound.

I catch my breath and hold still the panic, for even now I know,
What horrors are to come this night, I cry to think them mine,

To Temple I go to silence the raging of such deep infected wounds,
And seek the peace of stillness in the heartless hell to come.

They will come and come again, undeterred and in great hordes,
Until I deny them these coals of cowardice crumbling from my soul,
Until I live less my every weakness and live more my every strength,
By day the birds sing golden sunshine swirls above the temple tower,

From below wafts songs of temple spice and the sweetness of prasadam,
Whilst within the Temple of the silent self waits all I have to hold me.



Samsara Nirguna Ananda





When Shiva Whispers

When solitude comes to me as its lonely worst,
A cloud of suffering mists my mornings.

When solitude comes to me as the breath of Shiva,
My vision is awash with shimmering saffron.

When I am she alone battling in my darkest hollows,
With a soured stomach I long for silence.

When all and one purr like twin tigers in my heart,
Silence flows clear as crystal springs.

When I alone am bloodied by demoniac struggles,
I see no path to virtue or release.

When I alone am one with all and one with truth,
I have no desire for the songs of men.

When Shiva seems to me but paint and fragile plaster,
No wisp of peace wafts from stillness.

When Shiva's whispers warm my ears full of grace,
I melt into him with tearful trembles.

When maya barks its verses to me the virgin Mara,
I cannot hear the wisdom of the shlokas.

But when I wander quietly the lush green forest,
Every tree drops leaves of grace and wisdom.

Jai, jai! Every tree drops leaves of grace and wisdom.
Har Har Mahadev! Har Har Mahadev!

(Note: this poem was originally published in "American Vedantist.")





Aghori Baba

I saw you solely through the darkness of others,
As a thing of filth, as horrid and bald.

But today I see you, you who eat only death,
Without fear, it is you who finds life.

I bow to thee vulture, so alone in the branches,
Tears well in me, to see my Aghori Baba.

Exalted to be below your silent secret wisdom,
I stare in devotion, it is you who knows.

Teach me, Baba, to eat of death without fear,
To fly above the darkness others see.

Shedding tears in the shadow of your black wings,
I shade my eyes from so much sky and sun.



Aghori Baba Circling Back

Having bowed under one, a dozen blew in on the wind,
Dancing dispassionate circles in the sky.

Some see you as ugly, grim, inauspicious and turn away,
I see truth in the center of your soaring.

Circling high, circling low, black winged Babas all,
In all they are, they teach all that we are.

Into their bellies then high above the thriving trees,
Wrinkled red-faced Gurus carry death like Gods.

Above samsara my Aghori Babas circle as all must circle,
Earth to death, birth to sky, sky to earth.

All that dissolves is destroyed by Mahadev's dancing,
All that dances is destroyed as it is doing.

All that dies is reborn through Mahadev's destruction,
All that falls must rise again to the dancing.

So why fear losing that which is released into flight,
Only once dissolved in bellies and destruction.

What greater victory over fear than bowing to vultures,
Jai Jai Shiva Shankar! Jai Jai Shiva Shambho,

What greater victory over death than red and black Babas,
Who fly the rot of death in their bellies.

Jai! To carry death above the trees! I bow in devotion,
Har Har Mahadev! Har Har Mahadev!



Shiva, Swamp, Guru

My longing plays its ripples upon your placid lake,
My forever is the flowing of your loving grace,

My walking is deep study of your truth and light,
My joy it only rises if after you I've given chase.

My guru is this swamp, green and one in all as I,
He is the path I walk and the rainfall all around,

He is hot sand underfoot, and tall amidst the pines,
On this path, as within, his wisdom is the ground.

Oh winding guru I felt your wholeness in my heart,
In coming home to your shaded land of golden sand,

Where wisdom of the wolves laps the swampy shores,
Where ash of Shiva's embers warms me as I stand.

Once trees with fiery hollows graced my eyes with awe,
In my guru Agni danced in silks of red and gold,

Among the ashes, deep as snow, I as Aghori roamed,
Under ash embers burned in Mahadev's stronghold.

Shiva dances maya in the windsong between the leaves,
He nests my pains into a hole amidst the tallest pines,

My guru is this forest and all I know there grows,
Where Soma's light falls in Shiva's deepest shrines.

Be with me Guru on Kuruksetra as I string my bow,
Come to me oh Guru, in the restless dark of night,
Reveal to me your self in dreams if not in words,

May I sleep in your embrace of one of love in light.



The White Deer (a True Story)

Why, red cardinal, do you stare silently from the tangles,
Of dirt and roots that tell of how the mighty fall,

Are you silenced by what I have seen this morning,
Or is silence the only song that speaks of all we know?

Why eagle do you sit so low in the bowers and the branches,
So near that I now know the name and weight of your form,

So still that when you go I know the might of your flight,
I ask why do my feet remain solid in the sand and dust?

Why cardinal of the forest do you stare at me from the twigs,
As I contemplate all I am reading from the shady place,

That overlooks the lake reflecting every rising orange moon,
Are there secrets I will see only through your black eyes?

And wasn't it just this morning as I crossed the lake,
Just this morning as I tended to the feeding of my body,

That I looked up and saw what I took for a wooly white goat,
But why a goat where the deer and turkeys come to feed?



My heart and every step did stop, and I forgot to breathe,
This was no goat before me, not standing with the timid doe,
This too was a doe, though luminous, white as the camphor,
The camphor I burn before the altar of my beloved Mahadev.

As it goes with wisdom, once I saw you for what you are,
You turned from me, white deer, and leapt into the forest,

Leaving nothing of you but a white ghost and many questions,
Leaving me with nothing in hand beyond what I had seen.

Today I saw the red cardinal from the roots of the fallen tree,
And I saw the great eagle perched amidst the bowers,

And I saw the silent cardinal stand forever in the twigs,
And I saw the white deer standing outside my forest room.

And today I read of the play of Parvati and Siva's maya,
And though the words were wondrous and full of godly wisdom,

Their truth remains to me as elusive as the smoke of camphor,
Fleeting as the snow-white doe which I beheld but for a moment.

As with ecstasy, my wisdom vanishes like the smoke of incense,
As with wisdom the white deer only allowed me but a glimpse,
And a holy longing that one day I might run through the forest,

Alive in the camphor of His company, resolved fully in truth.

(Note: this poem was originally published in "American Vedantist.")



What Is This Mess

What is this place of thirst and death that father calls home,
That fights and quarrels over gibberish, smoke and nothing,
That is washed in despairs even as it sips, sups and stares,

Through windows and ghosts at the tiny cage of the infinite sky,
To beg for the eternal pains of youth before a waning moon,

Where every soul's sun sets in spite of all the begging.

What is this self before whom the grandest words fail,
This self which contains the unknown and is unknown itself,
That knows liberation from all foes, woes, words and forms,

That milk of life encased in every shell whether or not,
The shell is cracked and the gold of its light is revealed,

Such light craves only to be and be nothing more than being.

What is this place I know which had once been only words,
What is this place I cannot find without smoke or shame,

Which I know beyond all knowing and cannot know in thinking,
That cosmic sea where I and all together are one in being,

Beyond the heart of tales and time, and knowledge at its wisest,
Where forever shines, until the tether of illusion snaps me back.

What now that I have sunk deep into being the truth of eternity,
What is this pinkish mess, I ask as I sink back from forever,

Onto this stuff of mist which once seemed immutable as a mountain,
What are these cuttlefish colors that fade with every breath,

And why all this noise ever increasing in the storm of illusion,
How could I have ever known this pettiness as the limit of all.

What are the rubber tangles of this thing into which I return,
A preposterous self too tiny to be the iron limit of all I know,

Me, a golden god on its belly struggling, returning, slithering,
In the slime upon this mad turtle's back that I must call home,

Through the muck of dogs and lies into a shell far to small,
Too feeble, bizarre, and sickly to contain this me of liberation.

Why do I ache so now, when I have been nothing less than bliss,
Why must I cry now that I know the heartbeat of eternity,

And why do I fear a descending madness has deadened all my senses,
How hard it is being in the knowing of having been released,

If only for a moment from all desire, anger, sorrow, fear and dying,
Why then do I clutch so at cold damp stones of wind and trouble.

What is this knowing that ravages me in the fires of destruction,
That cannot be known when it is born from womb of words and mind,

That causes such distress at no longer feeling this ashen self to be,
Even as I look out the window and breathe the air of the forest,

What is that which destroys the false self with a whiff of knowing,
What is this tiniest crack in the behemoth shell of my ignorance.



What is this mess I ask in panic of having outgrown this tiny self,
Why does the pain of truly knowing being crush me like a can,
This breathing is a suffocation to me now, this flesh a holy lie,

The effort of living on in ignorance I can bear no more,
No more than the act of being here can bear the weight of truth.

What is this mess, I cry in the distant echo of forever.

Dear Shiva, tell me where to go, and what I need to know,
Who do I need to bow before to stop these siren fevered tears,

To still and mute these thousand untamed chattering monkeys,
To conquer this tyrant child that claims me as its tiny "self,"

What air must I breathe, and what teacher must needs find me,
Dear Shiva take me into your eye of destruction forevermore.

I weep and hunger for nothing more than that eternity,
Where my infantile weeping and hunger are neither fuel nor fire,

That silence where the great green dragon of desire is slain,
Where I can lay down my sword in the boiling blood of all,

I have slain in me to lie among the corpses of all I knew,
To be the self I am that is known in the silence of simply being.





I Am

Was I?
Will I be?

I am.
I will be.

I was.





I Am Therefore…

I am not the pillar cypress swaying,
I am not the rattled dirty window,

Nor am I the wary eye of my watching,
I am the very movement of the wind.

I am not the harbor of my precious pains,
I am not the gnawing claws of my regrets,

I am not my beliefs, nor the believing,
I am this peace that need know nothing.

I am not a shadow of he who travelled with me,
I am not of the bile he held in our bellies,
His whiskey breath could not contain me,

Nor am I worm, cocoon or Rapunzel's butterfly.

I am not this headache which cannot touch me,
I am not this clot, nor stroke nor cancer,

Nor these thousand thoughts eating their tails,
And further not redoubling doubts and dreading.

I am not the echo of those who hurt me,
Nor the barbs of canker in those I've wounded,

I am not the song of our sad hearts singing,
Nor even the rumble of our forsaken laughing.

I am that silent breath of Shiv which wants not,
That altar of Ganapati's heart which needs not,

That which travels to reach beyond my all,
That whose wanderlust has been sated and reborn.

I am the fall of a million cloudburst sisters,
I am far beneath the low of this long fall ended,

Yet far above the cloud of this fall's birthing,
And I, of one, and all are of the fall itself.

I am the wet that manifests the drop of rain,
That becomes my sisters on the ground,

That knows no breathless pain for falling,
That knows no fear in fateful ending.

I am silver dew of grass into which I fall,
And I am the rain rippling in the pooling,

I am all the rain that has become one center,
And am every heaven reflecting in my puddles.

I am both feeding roots and flooding stream,
And I the sunken stones 'neath river running,

I am all the storm does by doing,
And am the sea and depth with no light shining.

I am not what I was willing to know,
Not what thinking thought were so,

And I stand on nothing that I cognize,
And am only knowing in knowing being.



I am only what I am alone with all,
Not that which thinks therefore I am,

I am that which tastes the infinite nothing,
I am the forever still between my thoughts.

I am that silence between unspoken words,
I am that center, that hearth of home,

And I am sometimes so far and spinning,
From that home where silence holds its center.

I am not that simmering head that chatters so,
But am the stillness of silence in each ecstasy,

Yes I am only endless when one alone,
And reaching for forevermore now in one together.

I am not the steadfast earnest seeker,
Yet am the length between myself and all I've lost,

I am no more than the unteachable wisdom,
And more than every truth I have forgotten.

I am every birth of your becoming,
I am myself in all you dream without me,
I am the life in death's concentric rhythms,

I am, most humbly, one only with God.

Neither I nor you have ever been here,
And neither I nor you will ever leave here,

I am an experience only briefly passing,
I the one and you and all are all.

I am the pillar cypress swaying,
I am the rattled dirty window,

I am the wary eye of my watching,
I am the movement of the very wind itself.





I Am That

I am that.

I am not my mistakes,

I am that.

I am the silence,

I am that.

I am.

I am.

I...

I..

i.

i

.

.

.



That Which I know

Do not mediate
That which I know.

To mediate is below
That which I know.

To mediate is part of
That which I know.

Within that which I know
Is that which is.

That which is
Is, Tat Tvam Asi.



Shiva, The Eagle and I

Sister eagle as you fly,
I hear the wind in your wings,

As though they are mine,
For are they not?

Mother rain as you fall,
I breathe in your rising mist,

And take it all in me,
As I rise and fall.

Hunter hawk of my jungle,
I come to join you,
Together we stand,
And you allow it.

And wild turkeys beyond,
Still as the mighty hawk,

Steady is our stance,
We four are one.

White skull of the deer,
Mounted above my window,

Eagle, hawk, turkey and I,
Will be bone like you.

Lord Shiva in my eyes,
Show me that bones and ash,

Are nothing but rain,
For we are all as you.

Om Shivoham.

Om Shivoham.

Om Shivoham.



Titiksa

How well do I wish him?
Now I wish him well away,

Yet it's his mad infection,
in my skin like a splinter.

I want nothing from him,
Not even his sad failing,
Nor any further falling,

Other than from my mind.

I wish him well but only,
If he be gone and done,

Silent to me as old bones,
Done to me as any scar.

How well do I wish him?
I wish him nothing less,
Than I wish for myself,
Peace and all forgetting.

Peace and all forgetting.

Titiksa.



Less To Me Than Falling Leaves

Why the vine of thorns, if it is the nature of the bloom to fade,
Why the vine of thorns, if it is the nature of the bloom to fade,

And why the prick in knowing my fragrant youth is like a rose?

If poetry speaks truth, then words need be plucked like flowers,
If poetry speaks truth, then words need be plucked like flowers,
How thin then the fragrance of a thousand thoughtless words.

When the wisest of men say Shiva resides only in the silence,
When the wisest of men say Shiva resides only in the silence,

Why at Temple do I forever find him in chaos din and clamor?

If Brahman is light hereafter, how can I know this self to be,
If Brahman is light hereafter, how can I know this self to be,

When in a shell of darkness I have heard the song of Atman?

If in resigning to defeat, why is there a sadness warm as honey,
If in resigning to defeat, why is there a sadness warm as honey,

When all my grandest victories are not but gilded suffering?

May victory and vainglory bend me like wind through wildflowers,
May victory and vainglory bend me like wind through wildflowers,
And may both victory and defeat be less to me than falling leaves.



If the Sun and Moon and Grass

If God whispers sweetly in the swaying of the grass,
If God whispers sweetly in the swaying of the grass,

Why, then, do men shout his name with shotgun anger?

If alone I ask my every heartfelt question of my all,
If alone I ask my every heartfelt question of my all,

Why in the coming of night does starlight wet my eyes?

If Shiv is known to me in moonlight silent riddles,
If Shiv is known to me in moonlight silent riddles,
Why does the whippoorwill strike me in its light?

If the gold of sunlight answers my morning prayers,
If the gold of sunlight answers my morning prayers,
Why the heaviness of my heart when the sun arises?

And if the fragrance of the wind is the breath of God,
And if the fragrance of the wind is the breath of God,

Why do I cover my head and cower as it speaks to me?



Lines and Questions

I will give and I will take,
I will watch you cry tears,

I have served like tea.

My regrets are of the heart,
My mistakes have legs,

And they chase me down.

Each demon I battle is mine,
Like a lifelong lover,

They know me as a mother.

I skip like an old album,
Stuck in well worn grooves,

Like a bed I despise.

I suffer my every excess,
And celebrate my extremes,

And wonder which am I.

My mistakes are like wool,
I wear them like a choker,
And sweat under them.

I see myself repeating,
And hear that I know better,

And ask, who is that I?

Who is that curious I,
Can I tolerate being,

In her skin another day?

Or can I love all she is,
Can I know that this I,

Is perfect as she is?

I am this and then that,
Love, hate, peace, anger,

I am light and I am darkness.

I am a beast and a flower,
I am anger and compassion,

And you will see what you will.

I am a beast and a flower,
I am anger and compassion,

And I will be all I must.





Warring Heart Krishna Sky

No sleep, no peace, no idea,
A sour stomach a warring heart,
Weak with roiling uncertainty,

I left my little kingdom.

Road below, sky above, so blue,
Blue as Krishna's hands,

Air warm as Krishna's cheeks,
I am grateful for the light.

How could anything be so bad,
When Krishna is the sky,

When green clings to winter,
Such color stills my heart.

I know the road, each turn,
Better than I know my heart,

Each beat is lost to me,
Each thought sly as shadows.

Each shadow a demon's growl,
A thousand thoughts at war,

A thousand rootless heartbeats,
No rhythm to bind them.

Towards the cows I go,
One grey as my emotions,

One black as my fears,
He will not break away.

The black cow stares hard,
Into his eyes, deep and far,

He will not let me go of him,
The cow he waits, on what?

I bow gently to his soul,
Satisfied, he looks away,

To the grass, to his eating,
And is a cow once more, black.

Once more, what am I? Black,
Grey, or blue as Krishna's sky?

I am barefoot in the grass,
And little else I need to be.

Hare Krishna Hare Krishna,
Krishna Krishna, Hare Hare,

Hare Rama, Hare Rama,
Rama Rama Hare Hare.



Lover's Walk

When I walk arm in arm with Shiva,
We pretend it's all about me,

But we both know,
It's all about him.





Goddess of The Azaleas

In a sea with no sound but my own warmth and vibration,
In such resonance Shiva, Atman, Aum and all resolve,

To Destroy, create, maintain, I, one sinuous forever,
In whose gravity particles alive as fireflies revolve.

And I, a Goddess, aglow, the color of the azaleas,
Ten arms undulating in waves of roiling magnificence,

Three eyes closed in the silent harmony of eternity,
No din of thought to dim the melody of pure existence.

Floating in the cosmic sea, a mountain of sacred peace,
Soaring weightless over rock and tree, river and sod,
And I am light, and I am joy, and I am life hereafter,

And light and joy and life in self are all as one in God.




